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 Getting the first order.
- Distributors
- Wholesalers
- Restaurants
- Wineries
- Festivals
- Retail Catalog
- Farmer’s Markets
- Web





 Call potential clients that may have an interest in your 
product.

 Visit the places you are considering as markets for your 
products.

 Sample your product to those interested and not 
interested.



 You need a profit at the end of the day.
 Selling Cut-rate may cut some of your potential.
 Make prices differential in markets.
 Sheep cheese is upscale and the best!





 Brochures
 Business Cards
 Post Cards
 Advertisements
 Important to consider the cost.
 Will it be read?
 Do you receive any response from those who have 

acquired your information?





 Product should be labeled.
 Must arrive to the customer at the proper temperature.
 Packaging and shipping standards need to meet 

inspectors approval.
 Dedicated area to pack and ship products.
 Avoid Plastic!





 Belong to ACS( American Cheese Society)
 Sample your products at Markets, Stores, 

Wineries, Festivals, Distributors and Chef.
 Press Releases, Newspaper and Magazine Articles.
 Paid Advertisements
 Cheese donations for events or a good cause.
 Involvement in area attractions or events.
 Establishing good business relations create 

positive “word of mouth.”



 Tell your story
 Explain the wonderful characteristics of sheep’s milk 

cheese.
 Promote sheep milk cheese for all of us!





 Keep in contact with them.
 It is easier to win old ones back than it is to gain new 

one.
 Send Newsletters keeping them up to date.
 Make Calls
 Send Emails
 Most appreciate your dedication to them.



 Smile
 Be friendly and helpful
 Being cheerful about the product sells cheese.
 Have the attitude that the customer is always right.
 Be Professional!
 If there is a problem fix it with kindness.



 Finding good help is essential but sometimes challenging.

 Good qualifications 
- Hygiene 
- Professional Appearance
- Physical Ability
- Attitude towards customers and co-workers
- Ideas
- Moral support etc.

Learn to say “no”
Learn to say “thanks”





 Univ. of Wisconsin, Univ. of Vermont
 Books
 Individuals
 Keep your eyes open 
 Remember the deerbird





 Keep Records
 Have business meetings.
 Analyze what your business is doing or has the 

potential to do.
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